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Part I – Market

Digital Economy

We are at the dawn of an era that has the potential to define a new phase of human existence. This era will be led by the digitization and connection of everything and everyone with the goal of automating much of life, effectively creating time by maximizing the efficiency of everything we do, augmenting our intelligence with knowledge that expedites and optimizes decision making and everyday routines and processes. That revolution is the result of a continuous, relentless process of innovation that has characterized the evolution of the Internet over the last two decades through the diffusion of digital economy in all sectors, which is not more exclusively linked to the ICT.

This disruptive transformation begins with the first spread of the world wide web (1995-2005) and proceeds with social networks and so-called web 2.0 (2005-2015). Just as these transformations have been driven by technological innovation that has introduced several paradigm shifts in connectivity, information processing, usage and exploiting, so the next transformation - the third generation of the Internet - will be driven by technological changes that will lead to changes in demand and consumption patterns, as well as in the whole economy and business models.

First of all, digital data exponentially grows: if, in the past, there were analogue representations of reality, business, public institutions, etc., that could be digitised, nowadays the "datafication" of every aspect has dramatically increased. Therefore, according to Moore's law, technology innovation continues to provide, at a greater speed and at lower costs, the improvement of performances as well as the ease access to the three basic information and data operations: processing, computing power of microprocessors; storage availability and capacity; transmission capacity and speed, thanks to the development of broadband and ultrabroadband networks.

Innovative technologies, platforms and systems like Cloud Computing, Internet of Things, Big Data & Analytics, Blockchain, Artificial Intelligence, Augmented Reality & Virtual Reality, Advanced robotics & 3D printing e 5G are the new enablers of the digital economy.

With its pervasive diffusion in all sectors, digital economy promises to establish a new era of economic and social development and, more generally, a new and more evolving phase of human existence.
Fourth Industrial Revolution

Innovative technologies, platforms and systems like *Cloud Computing, Internet of Things, Big Data & Analytics, Blockchain, Artificial Intelligence, Augmented Reality & Virtual Reality, Advanced robotics & 3D printing e 5G* are the new enablers of the digital economy. With its pervasive diffusion in all sectors, digital economy promises to establish a new era of economic and social development and, more generally, a new and more evolving phase of human existence.

Through the introduction and implementation of these technologies and their widespread circulation, **human experience is undergoing deep changes**, characterized by a high degree of efficiency due to the use of data, to the return to local production paradigms and to integrated cloud systems which are capable of connecting people and objects, physical and virtual places.

This new phase, commonly referred to as the “*fourth industrial revolution*”, is characterized by a series of technological innovations designed to completely modify our habits, touching every aspect of our lives and improving their quality.

In this new and fast changing scenario, one of the key factors driving the development of the digital economy is **data**: a resource which can be fully exploited by means of appropriate analytical tools, and at the same time through a radical change in the organizational culture of businesses and public institutions.

While the third industrial revolution or Industry 3.0, following today’s classification, focused on the automation of the single machine and the single process, Industry 4.0 will focus on the **end-to-end digitization** of every physical asset and their integration within the digital ecosystem.

This process will go through several stages:

(i) **Digitization and integration of horizontal and vertical value chain.** Industry 4.0 will lead to the digitization and integration of vertical processes passing through the whole organization, from the development of a product to its acquisition thanks to production, logistics and sales systems.

(ii) **Digitizing the supply of products and services.** Product digitization will include the enlargement of the existing product line, for example by adding intelligent sensors or communication devices that can be used with data analytical tools, as well as through the creation of new digital products that will focus on fully integrated solutions. Thanks to new data collection and data analysis methods, companies will be able to obtain data about the product designed to improve it in order to better meet the
expectations of the final consumer, accordingly companies will associate their products with a range of services.

(iii) **Digital business models and direct “access” to consumer.** The main market leaders are already increasing their offer, being able to provide important digital solutions such as fully data-based services and solutions that are highly-integrated with platforms. Disruptive digital business models will be often focused on development of further digital revenues and on the optimization of interrelationships with the consumer.

**Data at the heart of the Digital Economy**

In this scenario, **data represents the engine of transformation of the digital economy** and it is considered the "lubricant" of the new economy. In particular, over the last few years, more than talking about simple or single data, it is common to refer to a much more complex and widespread concept, that could be explained with the term "**smart data**" or more commonly "**big data**". It is due to the huge amount of data which are available within the new digital ecosystem, high-speed produced and originated from a multitude of sources, whose management and analysis require new, more powerful and intelligent tools in terms of processors and algorithms.

The first element of data diversity compared to the past is represented by their quantity or **volume**: ordinary databases are no longer able to handle the ever-increasing number of data. Consequently, it has become necessary to develop new database models capable of storing, classifying and processing large amounts of data at supersonic speeds. The second aspect concerns the **ways of analyzing data** which, as already mentioned, definitely changed. Today we are talking about innovative and advanced analysis techniques: "**predictive analytics**", "**data mining**" and "**data science**".

The majority of doctrine focuses on the quantitative aspect concerning the volume of data which, for some authors, represents one of the main problem linked with this phenomenon. It is due to the fact that it is particularly complex to keep up with the pace of such exponential growth. According to estimates, in fact, every day about 2.5 exabytes are produced, which is a really huge number.

However, volume is not the only important feature. The **speed** at which data is generated and made accessible is likewise impressive. To provide a few examples, in 2016 from data which are generated on social networks, Facebook registers about 10 billion "like" every day from 1.09 billion users, while on Instagram more than 95 million images per day are shared with a daily average of 4.2 billion "like" and finally over 400 hours of uploaded content to YouTube are recorded every minute of every single day.
However, the speed of data development is a cause of concern particularly with regard to their management, especially when it far exceeds that of processing. Indeed, in order that data could guarantee best performances, they have to be analyzed at a speed which is comparable to the lightning speed which characterizes the information flow into the Enterprise Information Management systems. In microseconds it is necessary to decide whether it is worth acquiring a particular data, considering its relevance after having compared it or combined it with other available information.

In some cases, the big data phenomenon is also defined by the ability to analyse a variety of unstructured data sets from different sources such as: web logs, social media, smartphones, sensors, and financial transactions. This requires the ability to connect different sets of data, in addition to the ability to extract information from a combination of deconstructed dataset. The element of variety of data mainly refers to their structure: structured data enters into Enterprise Information Management systems when they are already marked with a tag and they are easy to sort; today, however, data are mostly unstructured, as random information, which are difficult to analyze and manage.

The three above mentioned features - volume, velocity, and variety - are considered the three major characteristics of the big data and are commonly referred to as the three V. They are "technical" properties that depend on data storage capacity and on processing technology.

The development of the analysis of the phenomenon has led to consider, in addition to the three above mentioned V, a fourth V namely the value, which strongly depends on the growing economic potential and on social value which, in turn, attributes to data the quality of "new production factors".

Concerning the existing classification modes, it is possible to distinguish different approaches to catalogue the data, with reference to:

(i) **Type of information**: data can be classified according to the different kinds of information they are able to provide and that, in turn, may have a different degree of utility for a certain enterprise. For example, data can provide information about individuals, their behaviors, their preferences, and their geographic position; about economic subjects regarding their turnover and the number of commercial transactions carried out; or even about objects, such as the real-time position or the speed of a car.

(ii) **Data Structure**: data can be differentiated depending on whether they are structured or not. From this peculiarity depends on the possibility to extract an economic value and the choice of the modality needed to do it. For structured data, that are numeric or financial data (so tables, records, office automation documentation, M2M data, etc.), is required an extraction model that defines a set of parameters such as: the reference sector; the typology of data concerning that particular sector; and finally the
relationship existing between the data itself. An example of structured data may be represented by a consumer database that contains information about his name, surname, address, age, telephone number, etc. Structured data can be more easily processed and used for commercial purposes than deconstructed data, especially with reference to traditional methods of processing.

(iii) **Collection Mode:** data can be collected in different ways and, depending on the method adopted, there is a different impact on their economic value. Data are mostly provided voluntarily and actively by users. Data can also be collected simply through freely available sources on the Internet (open source) or through the study of user behavior, even though there is no personal information about the user. Examples of the first type are the so-called generic search engines based on systematic collection and processing of each web page at their disposal - a technique known as "crawling". The second mode is also the most common one. In fact, a large number of enterprises trace the path made by the user from one web page to another - and sometimes even within a single page (technically it is possible to monitor which part of a web page is actually viewed by the user) - through different techniques. Nowadays, these techniques have been further developed in order to increase the study of user behavior on multiple mobile devices and not just on the web. Yet, some of the techniques used for this purpose can be easily overcome by users without any special effort, while some others are difficult to avoid. The data generated in that way can also (technically) be easily combined with data released voluntarily to a company in order to create highly differentiated user profiles. However, privacy laws can limit the field of application of this kind of approach. Lastly, data can be generated by deducing new information using existing data.

**A more and more “data driven” world**

Pervasive digitization sets, therefore, data as a catalyst for innovation. So it is becoming necessary that more and more organizations become data driven, adopting a holistic information management strategy, which should include and integrate new types of data and of management and analysis techniques. Data can influence positively a company's products and services improvement; they can enable companies to take advantage of new business opportunities; **finally, they can also be used to better serve users demand by providing them with customized services or products.**

The overall economic effects of the data-driven phenomenon are not entirely clear yet, however current studies show an evident positive effect on companies and public administrations productivity. Altogether, these results predict an increase in productivity of approximately 5-10% for economic subjects deciding to adopt a data-driven approach.
Nevertheless benefits are not limited to companies: an efficient use of Big Data Analytics by European governments and public administrations, could reduce administrative costs of approximately 15%-20% thanks to a higher efficiency resulting from greater transparency, greater tax revenues (due, for example, the provision of personalized services) and a lower risk of fraud or errors, tied more directly to the data analysis capabilities.

However according to McKinsey Global Institute, it is necessary to make human capital investments in order to train appropriate professionals and, more generally, raise awareness about the value of data in organizations. One of the biggest challenges to the spread of big data is represented, in fact, by the skill shortage, so that one of the main big data challenge depends on human resources and on the one hand, in spreading the "data culture" throughout the organization, and on the other, in developing more and more the ability to ask the right questions, recognize descriptive patterns of certain phenomena, predict behaviors and make assumptions based on facts and evidence supported by data.

**Distruptive technologies: Blockchain and Artificial Intelligence**

In this new data driven world, a particularly important role, especially due to their wide disruptive application potential, is covered by Blockchain and Artificial Intelligence which will affect more and more sectors and industries.

The Blockchain technology, originally used to manage Bitcoin virtual currency, is a distributed database that leverages peer-to-peer technology, enabling currency exchange, traceability and, above all, allows to the identity of subjects who carry out their operations. In other words, it is the accounting book in which all transactions made in Bitcoin have been recorded since 2009, and where the currency holders identity is “logged”.

Specifically, the blockchain protocol is characterized by a spread chain of information between multiple nodes within a network (public or private), composed by machines of varying power and connected to each other. Each node holds a copy of the log, consisting of a series of chained blocks, including information about the exchanges between those who participate in the network. The fact that this information is distributed simultaneously, synchronously on all network nodes, makes it impossible to delete data. Any transaction carried out in this environment is subject to a ‘confirmation’, or ‘consensus’, expressed through validation by solving a mathematical problem. This confirmation is then performed by a shared and accepted algorithm in the network’s ecosystem. Individual transactions can be made up in terms of smart contracts, IT objects whose conditions are self-evident and allow automatic executions between two or more shares, making it applicable to every market segment or sector such as health, retail, media, energy, and public administration.
Differently from banks platforms, that are owned by banks and can be managed only at centralized level, *blockchain* is an “open” and “free” technology that can be used also by privates and organized as a giant shared database. Everyone can download a “copy”, that is to access the system: identities are protected by intelligent encryption.

*Artificial Intelligence* refers to the ability of a computer to do tasks and reasonings typical of the human mind. This technological approach is emerging as the main catalyst that will push the development of innovative sectors and applications such as *connected car and smart home*, branding itself among the various technology enablers as a sort of super enabler of digital services. In its purely technological aspect, it includes theories and techniques for developing algorithms that allow machines to show ability and / or intelligent activities, at least in specific domains. Among the current and major application areas there are *virtual assistants* (such as Alexa of Amazon, Cortana for Microsoft, Siri for Apple, Home for Google, Google Assistant and Google Now as well as the latest Bixby of Samsung) providing assistance on generic requests, requests contextualized to obtain travel forecasts, business planning, etc. Another rising area of usage is *Conversational Interfaces*, especially *Chatbots*, whose applications embedded in messaging services, such as Messenger, are capable of self-guiding users through a series of questions in the solution of different tasks.

The rising interest in Artificial Intelligence is linked to the prospective of substituting humans in various roles and tasks. This perspective is based on the conviction that, as they will be used in resolving complex problems, these applications will evolve more and more, learning automatically from the data and inputs involved. However, there are many doubts about the real chances that these applications, oriented to the creation of the so-called "perfect knowledge" could really replace humans. For this reason, in literature is mentioned a new approach, called *Augmented Intelligence (AugI)*, aimed to increase the intelligence and the knowledge of an individual in order to support him in the decision-making process and in the acquisition of further knowledge, without an artificial system replacing him. The goal of these techniques is to provide potential answers or possible pathways to explore an issue, rather than merely show a list of responses sorted by relevance that do not allow to solve the problem raised.

AugI applications work as a personalized partner that provides support offering relevant answers, feedbacks and suggestions based on access to external data and information, and, above all by, it operates under the guide of the user, who will dynamically evaluate the relevance of what is suggested though sophisticated interaction modes that are simple and designed to "educate" the machine / application. Answers and suggestions are based on algorithms that calculate and display the probability associated with different potential responses, helping to understand why a given response was suggested or not. In addition, through user-supervised learning, the more these applications are used, the more they become accurate and reliable, tending to the ideal behaviour expected for this type of system.
Part II – Policy

Antitrust

Big data are used to produce value through knowledge. They are inputs that firms may use to improve their decision-making processes, create new goods or services, or produce other information-based products such as recommendations, reviews, or search results. This makes case-by-case analysis the most suitable for understanding the competitive impact of the big data held by each firm.

For example, when it comes to the relationship between big data and market power, a firm controlling big data does not necessarily hold (significant) market power in the markets for the generation and collection of digital data. Likewise, a firm controlling big data does not necessarily hold (significant) market power in the downstream markets for the production and distribution of information-based products and services. In other words, no generalization is possible. Similarly, whereas no extraordinary barriers to entry shelter the markets for the generation and collection of digital data, in some cases it could be true that big data represent barriers to entry protecting the markets for the production and distribution of information-based products and services. Yet, we should collect more empirical data to check whether, in each scenario, factors such as the first mover advantage, the feedback loop, or the network effects are stronger than other factors, such as non rival good, product differentiation, multi-homing, or decreasing data returns.

Then, when it comes to the relevant markets and the market power of multisided media platforms collecting big data - that is, of firms that gather digital data while they offer zero price products and use multi-sided business models - some issues must be distinguished. Firstly, not every firm amassing digital data is also a media multi-sided platform. Secondly, as a matter of practice, it is true that the identification of the markets where these platforms work becomes more complicated, because: (a)
zero-price products neutralize the use of the SSNIP test; and (b) multi-sidedness business models bring together two or more demands. Thirdly, as a matter of theory, zero prices and multi-sidedness do not prevent antitrust authorities from assessing the market power of multisided media platforms. Likewise, where big data are involved, market power can be appreciated in terms of quality and attention: namely, an increase in market power can result from a reduction in quality, and/or from an increase in the amount of the attention, also due to the amount and quality of the available data.

As to access to digital data, in the era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution they are ubiquitous, cheap to produce and distribute, non-excludable and non-rival in consumption. Still, it might be true that a firm happens to be the only one to witness/perceive an event registered into its digital data. Nevertheless, as the foreclosure theory suggests, such a de facto exclusivity (or even a legal exclusivity over some digital data) does not mean – or does not prove – that competitors are prevented from developing rival products and services by using fungible data. More in general, up to now, no antitrust authority has ever showed that firms holding big data leave their rivals without access to (fungible) digital data. In other words, no unilateral conduct or multilateral practice, merger included, has ever be found illegal because of its foreclosing effects. For example, in Facebook/WhatsApp the EU Commission cleared the merger because «there will continue to be a large amount of Internet user data that are valuable for advertising purposes and that are not within Facebook’s exclusive control».

Then, one may discuss whether big data can be used to harm competition. In this regard, as to the algorithmic collusion run over big data, the main concern is related to the case of algorithms that reproduce oligopolistic interdependence. And this because antitrust provisions about agreements - that is, Section 1 of the Sherman Act and Article 101 of the TFEU - require that firms meet their minds, while oligopolistic interdependence does not amount to a multilateral practice. In addition, as to personalized prices calculated on the bases of big data, the main concern regards the case of dominant firms practicing perfect discrimination, because these discriminatory prices neutralize consumer welfare, but maximize total welfare. Thus, antitrust authorities should come up with a solution as to the role of consumer welfare and total welfare. Finally, as to the refusal to share big data, it is very hard to drive such a practice under the essential facility doctrine. In addition, any duty to share big data would be problematic and cumbersome to apply, because authorities would struggle to indicate factors such as the data to be shared, the timing of the sharing, and the privacy issues connected to this sharing.

Not by chance, indeed, one could analyze also the antitrust-privacy interface. It can be squared according to four different perspectives: a) data portability increases competition by reducing switching costs; b) no wonder if antitrust law intervenes to fine practices reducing the quantity and quality of products and services that are privacy-friendly or privacy-
enhancing; c) as the German Facebook case shows, dominant firms' practices aimed at collecting digital (personal) data may also be unfair within the meaning of EU competition law; d) privacy concerns may affect antitrust theories of harm when it is assumed that a privacy reduction entails a reduction in goods' quality which, in turn, implies a consumer welfare reduction.

Regulation

When markets (are prone to) fail ex ante economic regulations may work better that ex post antitrust actions. The Italian Communication Authority (AGCOM) is one of the regulatory authorities that looks with particular interest to the big data phenomenon for two main reasons. Firstly, according to the Electronic Communications Code (Legislative Decree No 259 of 1 August), the AGCOM must ensure market access to communications services which are the backbone of big data; and this access must occur in accordance with criteria of objectivity, transparency, non-discrimination and proportionality.

Secondly, one of AGCOM tasks is to promote information pluralism, that is a hotly debate issue also for its non-economic aspects. Nowadays, due to the development of new access modes to information (online content, social media), regulating pluralism requires policymakers' intervention, on the supply side as well as on the demand side. If the economic dimension (competition and dominant positions) are effectively tackled through antitrust analysis, the individual and social dimension (right to information) requires a specific regulation. The use of technologies and big data can help in order to better regulate information pluralism in traditional media as well as in the new media, taking into account all the aspects involved and not only the increasing phenomenon of fake news and post truth.

From an economic perspective, the lack of competence of “data supplier” consumers and “recipient of information and goods” consumers would create information asymmetries. In this regard, it is possible to suppose regulatory interventions aimed to define requirements for the exploitation of users’ personal data. This would be coherent with the traditional approach applied to privacy issues. However, this approach has proved not to be particularly effective over the years: interventions that increased duties to inform ended up being largely formal, inadequate to face the problem related to the proper consumers' information and conscious choices. In the digital environment, the overall picture is even more depressing. The belief that consent can be the main element of legitimacy also in the digital environment exposes any regulatory intervention to the tragic outcome of Sisyphus's effort, especially if we consider that, in comparison to business models exploiting personal data in order to provide behavioral advertising, no effective alternatives seem available.
Different expectations are related to measures that have been recently implemented in Europe to promote users’ mobility among platforms by reducing switching costs through the guarantee of data portability. Such a measure is intended to foster competition among platforms and may be useful to encourage competition on services quality. Furthermore, also to overcome the practical difficulties implied by the enforcement of the essential facility doctrine, other national regulators, such as the French one, has enacted new rules obliging private firms to open their data when they are of public interest.

**Interventions on pricing policies of platforms would be less desirable.** Indeed, it is worth recalling that the markets at issue are characterized primarily by the interrelations and the interdependence between the two (or more) sides of the platforms. Indeed, platforms must carry “both sides on board”, that is to intercept a sufficient number of economic agents on each side so that they can ensure a sufficient critical mass to feed the indirect network effects. For example, in the case of platforms providing search services or social networking, while services are offered free of charge to users’ side, in order to engage consumers, a tariff for the advertising spaces made available for behavioural targeting will be charged to advertisers’ side. This objective function often requires platforms to set asymmetrical prices to groups on different sides (skewed pricing), prices that do not reflect the actual cost of the service offered but take into account differences in demand elasticity. The non-neutrality of the price structure applied by the platform is functional to the need to feed both sides, so any regulatory intervention aimed to prohibit null prices could undermine not only the business model but the very existence of a platform.

**Increasing consumers’ awareness** about data value is a preliminary condition in order to set rules to balance the trade-off between disclosure and data protection. Several studies have raised questions, deriving mixed conclusions. Consumer education is mostly considered not sufficient to create a desirable balance between the need to protect data and the need to share information. Nevertheless consumer awareness is still a goal to be pursued, even if it involves costs and risks.

**Privacy**

Due to our increasingly digital reality, where data represent the lymph of the so-called knowledge economy, it is unavoidable to examine what role is assuming the specific category of personal data. Today, collecting and processing data related to identified or identifiable users of online services is a common practice in a growing number of sectors, both private and public ones. From insurance to healthcare, from banking and finance to advertising, to name a few, personal data processing is becoming more and more consistent. Meanwhile, this same digital reality is determining profound social changes, which can be defined in terms of knowledge society, where the representation
of ourselves is more and more linked to our virtual selves, that is, to the images derived from
the information pertaining to us, and that are available on the Internet. The virtual image of
each of us can variably represent the stratification of personal data revealed to build up the
image of who we are over time, together with personal data released without awareness, or
without a meaningful consent when it is the only option for accessing the services of data
controller.

(known as the General Data Protection Regulation, GDPR) on the protection of natural
persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such
data, substitutes the previous Directive 95/46 / EC. The Regulation presents both elements of
continuity and elements of discontinuity with respect to the Directive, the main difference
being legal and systemic: whereas the Directive introduced a mere harmonization system
requiring Member States to achieve a particular result without dictating the means of
achieving that result, the new Regulation, which is already in force and will be applied from
25 May 2018, is immediately enforceable in all its elements and for all the Member States.
This choice finds its reason in the transnational feature both of the economic transformations
related to the knowledge economy and of the public interest of the knowledge society in the
protection of personal data. The legal differences between the two legislations also result in
different criteria for establishing the applicable law in the framework of personal data
processing. The Directive had to identify the applicable law within the European Union as
well as outside its borders given the variances in the national implementations. The
Regulation, on the contrary, overrides all the national laws dealing with data protection, and
introduces a single law and common standards for all the Member States. In this context, it is
important to underline the broad scope of the territorial scope of the new Regulation: it
applies when data processing takes place “in the context of the activities of an establishment”
in the EU, irrespective of the fact that, as currently envisaged, the use of tools located in the
territory of the Union, such as servers, are located outside the EU. In particular, there is a real
legal innovation in the provision of Article 3, para 2, which introduces the applicability of EU
rules on data protection in the case of data controllers and processors being outside the EU
whose processing activities relate to the offering of goods or services (even if for free) to, or
monitoring the behavior of EU data subjects (within the Union) holders or persons responsible
for processing not established in the territory of the Union, bases the applicability of the new
rules on the basis of two different criteria: 1) the supply of goods or the provision of
services to persons concerned in the Union; and 2) monitoring the behavior of these
individuals within the Union for 'profiling' and therefore to make decisions about them,
analyze them or predict their preferences and behaviors.

The thorny issue of data transfer outside the Union is a fundamental part of the new
Regulation. The process has been improved by the removal of the need for prior national
authorization for transfers based on approved safeguards such as Commission or DPA approved contracts (Binding Corporate Rules). Nevertheless the DPA’s authorization will remain required in the event a Data Controller intends to use ad hoc contractual clauses (not expressly recognized as adequate by the European Commission) or administrative controls concluded with administrative public authorities. The European Legislator has confirmed within the new regulation the requirement of consent, as well as other rights connected to the acknowledgement of his/her rights (right of information and access) and control (processing limitation, withdrawal of consent, opposition, erasure and portability). The data controller, according to the new European regulation, can process personal data without a prior consent of the data subject, only in the event the controller demonstrates compelling legitimate grounds for the processing which override the interests, rights and freedoms of the data subject or for the establishment, exercise or defense of legal claims, or in the event the processing of personal data may be considered compatible with the original purposes (in accordance with a compatibility assessment carried out by the controller considering a set of specific requirements set forth in Article 6.4).

In the GDPR the relationship between consensus, contractual obligation and purpose constitutes the paradigm to measure the lawfulness of the data processing carried out by the controller, but the new regulation leaves the doors open to further processing of personal data provided that there is an adequate legal ground and that the risks for the safeguard of the rights of the data subject are limited. One of the problems that remains unsolved, even after the application of the GDPR, is the difficult balance between the transparency and the minimization principle, set forth in Article 4 and 5 of the GDPR, and the difficult task of the controller in the formalization of a privacy policy that shall clearly define the purposes of the data processing and the duration of the data retention. The continuous evolution of the business models and collection of users’ personal data to respond, or better to predetermine, their needs make very complex the compliance of the controllers to the regulations included in the GDPR, both for the data already processed and for the design of new products and services, that more and more are based on the processing of Big Data.

Issues of compliance with the privacy regulation remain in all the processing phases of this type of data. Which kind of privacy policy and purpose shall be submitted to the data subject to be granted the consent for the collection of data considered non-personal data? The simple mention of the processing’s purpose as “analysis and statistical purpose” could be considered too general in light of the new regulation? Only courts and legal scholars may provide a solution to these questions and efficiently balance the inviolable rights of the data subject with the companies’ need of processing larger and larger amount of data, for purposes that are difficult to be prior defined.
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